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It is amazing how different the years can be, last year I had some of my Christmas stuff done in 
September. Here it is ten days before Christmas, and I have not started! As the temperature drops 
outside, so could a cow’s health. While cattle producers may not be able to eliminate all of the 
stress that winter places on their herds, research shows that there is a significant correlation 
between feed efficiency and feeding-site selection. 
The thermos neutral zone for healthy cattle is 23 to 77 degrees F. When the temperature outside 
falls below or rises above the animal’s comfort zone, the body needs to produce more energy to 
keep the animal cool or warm. When this happens, cattle need to receive enough nutrition to help 
keep them healthy and in good condition. It is also important that feeding sites be placed in well-
drained areas to reduce water, mud and manure buildup. 
A buildup of water could not only waste portions of hay bales, but could also decrease the 
nutritional value of the hay, creating a need for more supplementation. 
Excessive mud and manure around feeding sites also means the cattle will have to exert more 
energy to reach their feed. Hmm, maybe the plate of Christmas cookies should be placed on the 
treadmill? 
To prevent waste buildup, producers should rotate ring feeders before adding new bales of hay. 
One feeding site can feed approximately 15 to 20 head, depending on the availability of other 
feed. 
Winter storage areas for hay are also something to think about, rows of bales should line up north 
to south, about 2 to 3 feet apart, so that sunlight will reach a greater surface area, and snow will 
not accumulate on the top of the bales. 
This will help evaporate moisture from the bales and the ground around them more quickly. 
Tightly wrapped hay bales will absorb less water than loosely wrapped bales. 
Of course, we also advocate testing your forages, so you know exactly what nutrients it provides. 
We have hay-testing equipment that we loan out so you can get this done! 
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Care of Christmas Plants 
 For a holiday held in winter, Christmas has traditionally been a time when we celebrate 
around a plant (Christmas tree) and give plants as gifts (poinsettia, etc.).  Fortunately, many of 
these plants have value well after the celebration. 
 Poinsettias are one of the most traditional of Christmas plants.  Fortunately, many can 
stay attractive for a long period with proper care.  Doing so means placing them in a sunny 
window or the brightest area of the room (do not let them touch cold windowpanes and avoid 
drafty areas). Daytime temperatures should be 65 to 75 degrees F with nighttime temperatures in 
the 60 to 65 degrees F range.  Higher temperatures will shorten bloom life.  Lower ones  
may cause root rot. 
 Poinsettias do not like ‘wet feet’, but allowing them to wilt tends to result in leaf drop.  
Maintain proper moisture by daily examining the potting soil.  Stick your finger about one-half 
inch deep into the soil. If it is dry, add lukewarm water until some water runs out of the drainage 
hole, then discard the drainage water. 
 Note:  poinsettias are not poisonous!  Their milky sap may cause an allergic reaction, but 
there has never been a recorded case of poisoning.  
 A less common but still popular plant given this time of year is the Christmas cactus, a 
plant native to the jungles of South America.  A little more complicated to care for, Christmas 
cactus tend to prefer bright indirect light (or leaves may turn yellow) and common household 
temperatures.  Keep soil moist but not waterlogged.  Lightly fertilize every other week. 

Keep cactus moist and fertilized even after the cease of blooming in late winter.  Make 
sure to repot in the spring if plants are too crowded or flowering may decrease.  Move plants 
outside in a shady spot for the summer and leave them there until frost threatens.  

When fall rolls back around, cease fertilizing and give plants only enough water so stems 
do not shrivel in order to encourage flower bud formation. Cactus take special conditions to 
initiate flower buds.  Make sure that plants get night times greater than 12 hours long and 
between 59 and 69 degrees to help generate flowers.  If you cannot get twenty-five consecutive 
long nights to accomplish this, place plants in an unused room or cover them with a dark cloth or 
cardboard box to insure that they receive uninterrupted darkness. After the flower buds have 
formed, it takes an additional nine to 10 weeks for flowers to complete development and bloom.  

Finally yet importantly, do not forget the Christmas tree.  While they can certainly be put 
out to be picked up and maybe even turned in to mulch, they have other potential uses as well.  
Birds like them for escape cover and weather protection when propped up in the corner of a deck 
with some birdseed nearby.  Fish appreciate having them sunk in a pond where they can provide 
cover for minnows and other forms of small aquatic life that can attract larger fish.   

If you want to get real creative, cut off the branches and use them as decorative mulch 
around landscape plants or cut them up and make them in to garden stakes.   
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Eggnog Food Safety Issues 
 

I am not trying to be a Scrooge, but I have issues with eggnog. Traditionally eggnog is 
made by combining raw eggs with milk or cream, sugar, and flavorings. Let me name a few 
issues.  

Raw eggs, potential food-borne illness related to salmonella. This is especially risky for 
people with weakened immune systems, small children, the elderly, and those with chronic 
illnesses. 

Fat calories--there are many calories in most eggnogs. Just 1 cup (yes, I am talking just 4 
ounces) of regular eggnog that has 180 calories with 80 of them from fat. Much of this fat is 
saturated and hits 25% of the percentage Daily Value for so-called “light” eggnogs can provide 
in the neighborhood of 110 calories for 1 cup. 

Sugar calories on top of the fat calories there is lots of sugar in most store-bought 
eggnogs.  

A quick note: adding alcohol to eggnog cannot be relied upon to kill bacterial growth, 
which may be present. Adding alcohol, even 1.5 ounces of rum (thats one small shot glass) adds 
97 more calories.  

So, what is a safer and more healthful alternative if you want to serve eggnog this year? 
Here are some ideas: 
 

#1. Buy commercially prepared eggnog in the dairy section of your grocery store. Most 
are, but make sure they use pasteurized milk and eggs. This will reduce any food safety 
concerns. Just keep it refrigerated.   

#2. Use a recipe for cooked eggnog that makes a custard-like base that is made ahead and 
chilled. Your favorite spices and liqueurs can be added before serving. 

#3. If you want to use a favorite family recipe that calls for uncooked eggs, substitute a 
pasteurized egg product. There are many pasteurized egg products on the market now; they can 
be whole eggs or low-cholesterol. These products can normally be found in the dairy or freezer 
sections in the grocery store.   

#4. If you are making your own eggnog, try using non-fat or low-fat milk or half-and-half 
instead of heavy cream. You could also try using artificial sugars to help save on some calories. 

#5. Limit the amount you drink. 
 

I know a cup of eggnog is a must for some families and special gatherings and I am not 
recommending that you cut it out, just suggesting you re-think what you have already done.   
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Be Sure Homemade Gifts Are Safe to Eat 
  

You look at the pretty relish, salsa or preserve in the glass jar your friend or co-worker gave you. Then 
the wondering begins; is the canned food gift safe to eat? While it is not possible to guarantee safety with 
homemade food items, there are some pointers to keep in mind as you look at that gift and decide how – or 
even if – to enjoy it. 

The following tips from Dr. Elizabeth L. Andress, University of Georgia Cooperative Extension 
specialist, will help you with some decision making. 

Because of their acidity, lower risk foods include fruit jams, jellies, and whole fruits like peaches, 
cherries, plums, and cranberries, or cranberry sauce. The high sugar content of traditional fruit jams, jellies, 
and preserves add an extra measure of safety and barriers to even spoilage. 

Low-acid vegetables and vegetable mixes are higher risk foods because, if improperly processed, they 
could cause botulism. Botulism is a potentially deadly food poisoning. Improperly canned vegetables have 
caused botulism in just the past few years, as well as historically. If someone gives you a jar of their home 
canned vegetables, or soup mixes, it is extremely important to know they followed properly tested canning 
processes and procedures for preparing the food as well as operating the pressure canner. 

Mixtures of acid and low-acid ingredients like in tomato-vegetable salsas, other vegetables salsas, and 
some pickled foods, are also a potential risk for botulism. If the home canner processed them in boiling water, 
as if they are an acid food, then the ratio or proportion of acid to low-acid ingredients is very important. In 
addition, the style and thickness of the mixture, size of food pieces, and preparation steps can influence what 
the process time should be. It is best to use properly tested recipes. Do not estimate or make up a canning 
process for your own recipe. 

There are no properly tested home canning processes to recommend for canning pesto’s, thickened 
stews or soups, creamed soups, and pumpkin or other vegetable butters. 

Now you know the rules, but you still need to know that the gift giver carried out the recommended 
procedures correctly. A recipe does not tell you that all steps were followed in carrying out the processing and 
this can have a great effect on safety, not just the ingredients and food preparation methods. 

It is best to make sure the person who canned the foods at home used recipes, and procedures, from 
trusted sources to know the science behind the canning. Tested or scientifically evaluated processes can be 
found in the University of Georgia's So Easy to Preserve book (the current version is the 6th edition), the 
USDA Complete Guide to Home Canning (2015 is the latest version), or on the National Center for Home 
Food Preservation website. 

It may not be easy to ask these questions of your gift-giver. However, important things to think about 
include, where the recipe and canning instructions came from, when it was canned, and how it was made. If the 
food looks suspicious, it would be better to toss it out than risk getting sick. 

Pieces of food should be covered with liquid with no discoloration or drying out at the top of the jar. 
In addition, there should not be unnatural discoloration in the food throughout the jar. Throw out anything with 
mold growing on it. Before opening the jar, look for signs of spoilage such as cloudy and/or bubbling liquid. 

Make sure the jar has a vacuum seal when you receive the jar, and again when you open the jar. When 
you open the jar, make sure the vacuum seal is intact and no liquid is spurting indicating pressure inside the jar 
forcing it out. Also, notice if there are unusual odors coming from the food in the jar. 

Botulism toxin can still be in sealed jars of low-acid foods without any visible signs or off-odors. It is 
critical to know how these foods were processed and to trust the giver. 

These tips are not meant to take the fun out of the holidays or the creative side away from gift giving, 
but to keep people safe. 
 


